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Every year the Faculty Officers across all
the undergraduate divisions and

Postgraduate Taught and Research
faculties are tasked with developing and

undertaking a project to improve the
student experience within their Faculty.

This year has been a real challenge for all,
and many of the projects were interrupted

by the Covid-19 Pandemic. Whilst many
Faculty Officers were unable to complete

their projects, the important work and
effort they put in to them should still be

acknowledged as a testament to the
amazing ideas and resolve of students at

Stirling.



Student newsletter around various opportunities in the
division and beyond. Topics included a message from the

Faculty Officer, information about Postgraduate Open days,
Careers and Guidance information, Societies and Students'

Union Events and more!

HISTORY AND POLITICS - ANEESA DASTGIR

Worked with the Faculty, Division and their students to
understand past National Student Survey scores and what

can be done to help improve them and the student
experience as a whole. Peter also undertook an additional

second project. Since graduation was postponed, the
division organised a virtual graduation. Peter created a

Virtual Year Book to be part of this graduation to celebrate
the last 4 years the hard work and the good times.

COMPUTING SCIENCE AND MATHS - PETER
CARLYLE



The Psychology Cafe was a chance for
Psychology students across 1st and 2nd

year at Stirling to come together and
socialise. 1st and 2nd year psychology

classes have large student numbers, so
making friends can be difficult. The cafe

was a way for students to connect.

PSYCHOLOGY (SEMESTER 1) -
MARIE-ANNA SEDLINSKA

Psychology Student Social Survey - researching how
students make friends in Psychology in 1st and 2nd year.
The research will be used to support guidance to change

teaching in 1st & 2nd year from large lectures to more
group based to encourage social engagement.

PSYCHOLOGY (2ND SEMESTER) - LUKAS MAYER



First Aid Training Session specifically for students on
Professional Education programmes in their 2nd and
3rd years. The training will be run by St Andrews First

Aid. Funding for the training was received from The
Stirling Fund and will begin once restrictions allow.

ITE (PRIMARY) - STEWART GALLACHER

Helping incorporate Place2Be (children's mental health
charity with over 25 years of experience working with

pupils, families and staff in UK Schools) and other training
for student teachers. The training aims to prepare student

teachers with the best methods of supporting school pupils
and their mental health. Implementation has been put on

hold due to the pandemic but the Faculty hopes to continue
implementation next year.

ITE (SECONDARY) - NICOLA VERGARA



Surveying commuting students on engagement within the
division and the University as a whole. Commuting students
can sometimes feel disengaged with the University and all

that is offered, so the survey aimed to understand this
further. The survey was incorporated in to Monica's course
and she was therefore able to get an even greater number

of responses. All the data has been collected and the report
is being compiled.

CRIMINOLOGY - MONICA HOFVIND

The Myth Surrounding Student Engagement. The
research conducted aimed to understand and explore
student perceptions of engagement. Ryan conducted
structured interviews and an online survey to gather

first-hand data from current students in UG SMS
programmes and identify the key issues raised. 

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE - RYAN
MCMILLAN



First Economics Student Lead Conference: “Bleeding Green:
The Economics of a Changing Climate”. This was planned in

collaboration with the Econ Society. The conference was
going to have speakers from both the University and

external speakers. Due to the pandemic the conference has
been postponed until October 2020.

ECONOMICS - SANDIS SJOMKANS

Investigating why students are reluctant to provide
feedback to module reps and staff. Linda surveyed

students whilst in tutorials and classes to understand
why students often did not engage with feedback

mechanisms. By having a "captive audience" and the
use of the interactive survey methods, she was able to

gather several responses and produce a
comprehensive report with various

recommendations. 

MANAGEMENT - LINDA AXELSSON



Project 1 was the Alcohol Discussion Group (ADG), which
was a public engagement group where researchers have
the opportunity to share their research with members of
the public. Due to the pandemic, the project was changed

to supporting the Nursing Faculty by providing marking
support for colleagues who had to return to front line NHS

work.

PGR HEALTH SCIENCE AND SPORT - HEATHER
MITCHELL

Paris created a support document for students on
combined degree programmes with Marketing: it

explains the degree process for students as there has
often been confusion amongst those on combined

degrees with Marketing. The document has now been
incorporated into the handbooks of 1st year

Marketing students.

MARKETING AND RETAIL - PARIS
  TRIANTAFYLLOU

Jessica organised a Postgraduate Student Led
Symposium. The event is on well-being and resilience

during the PhD, however the
programme will be less conference style and more

interactive. The event is intended to be a 1.5 days event for
PGR social science students across Scotland. Due to the
pandemic, the Symposium has been postponed to May

2021

PGR SOCIAL SCIENCE - JESSICA CLEARY



Melodie devised a Gratitude Project: an email project
supporting students to find gratitude in their lives, to help

support mental health during their studies. This sadly could
not be completed due to the external pressures of the

pandemic.

PGT HEALTH SCIENCE AND SPORT - MELODIE
CHATMAN

Due to the pandemic, the project had to be changed at
short notice. Jack moved to focus on engagement

amongst PGT students, collating and relaying
feedback.

PGT ARTS AND HUMANITIES - JACK
BUCHANAN

Joan focused her project on investigating ways to create
community amongst PGT students,

particularly international students. Research was
interrupted by the pandemic.

PGT NATURAL SCIENCE - JOAN MBEYU



Employability Opportunities in Media for Mature Graduates
- Increasing connections for mature graduates in media.

Mature students often struggle to enter Media work
streams, so Paul aimed to increase opportunities for his

fellow mature students within CMC. This was sadly put on
hold due to internal Faculty issues and then pandemic

pressues.

COMMUNICATIONS, MEDIA AND CULTURE -
PAUL MACLAINE

A Tree Planting event to reduce stress and create
community amongst PGT students (with support from

the Chaplaincy). This project was delayed due to
pandemic restrictions, so Kanishk moved to

meditation sessions for students (Kanishk is the
current President of Stirling University's Meditation

Society).

PGT SOCIAL SCIENCES - KANISHK
  SARAOGI

A Language Café for students studying French and Spanish
to connect and have conversations with French and Spanish

international students. A change for students to practice
languages and make friends from across the world. This

had to be put on hold due to the pandemic.

LITERATURE AND LANGUAGES - MARTINA LEO



Lab Training Sessions for Sports Students. It was identified
that 1st and 2nd year students are given little early

experience of lab based work, so Stefan arranged Lab
Training sessions for students to come along to and learn

from lecturers the skills they will need in later years at
university. Sadly the first session was just after shut down,

so it had to be put on hold.

SPORT - STEFAN ARMSTRONG

Law and Philosophy Peer-to-Peer meet-ups. A chance
for students of both Law and Philosophy to meet a
couple of times a month to discuss their degrees,

share ideas and guidance. The meet-ups were
disrupted due to the pandemic.

LAW AND PHILOSOPHY - HARRY WHYTE

It was identified that over the years student engagement in
AQUU classes have decreased substantially, with some
lecturers often left giving lectures to 3 individuals. The
project aim was to assess the perceived vs the actual

barriers affecting engagement. Kaeli's main goal was to
identify if mental health is a contributing factor, and

provide these students with the appropriate help. The
survey was put on hold due to the potential of the

pandemic skewing results.

AQUACULTURE - KAELI CRUZ



Panel Discussion with employers and graduates in BES.
Students could find out what organisations could offer

during their study, learn about training opportunities and
create connnections with people in the industry. Sadly the

event was cancelled due to the pandemic.

BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES -
MOIRA VOLK

Men's Space: a space for students to relax, play games
and tackle the loneliness and isolation often

experienced by male students.

SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL POLICY - JAKE
HARVEY


